Abstract-In this paper, we take a unified approach for net work information theory and prove a coding theorem, which can recover most of the achievability results in network information theory that are based on random coding. The final single-letter expression has a very simple form, which was made possible by treating sources, channels, states and side information in a unified way and by combining various constraints such as cost and distortion constraints as a single joint-typicality constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
In network information theory, we study the fundamental limit of information flow and processing in a network and develop coding strategies that can approach the limit closely. Instead of studying a fully general network, however, we often study simple canonical models such as the multiple-access channel [1] , relay channel [2] , and distributed source coding [3] because they are easier to study and more importantly because we can get useful insights from studying them. Once such in sights are obtained, one can try to develop a more general theory that is applicable to general networks. However, such a task is challenging and only partial results have been known so far [4] - [13] . In [13] , a novel framework for proving achievability was proposed by taking a bottom-up approach in a sense that achievability results are separately obtained by using a few key lemmas regarding output statistics of random binning. In this paper, we take a top-down approach.
We prove a unified achievability theorem for a general network scenario with arbitrarily many nodes. Our setup is general enough such that any combination of source coding, channel coding, joint source-channel coding, and coding for computing problems can be treated. Our theorem recovers many known achievability results in network information the ory as simple corollaries including [8] , [11] , [12] , [14] - [21] . Our theorem can be useful in proving new achievability results. For example, we show that a generalized decode-compress amplify-and-forward (GDCAF) bound can be obtained as a
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Department of Electrical Engineering KAIST, Daejeon, Korea Email: sychung@ee.kaisLac.kr simple corollary of our main theorem and show it strictly outperforms previously known coding schemes. Furthermore, our unified framework enables us to state various types of duality arising in network information theory. Specifically, we formally define and characterize three types of network duality based on channel input-output reversal and network flow reversal combined with packing-covering duality. Our duality results include as special cases many known duality relationships in network information theory.
Our unified achievability result is enabled by many novel elements such as a unified framework, unified coding strat egy, and new proof techniques. In our framework, sources, channels, states and side information are treated in a unified way and various constraints such as cost and distortion con straints are combined as a joint-typicality constraint, which is specified by a single joint distribution. The final form of our main single-letter achievability result has a very simple form, which was made possible due to this unified setting. Furthermore, we mainly consider acyclic discrete memory less networks (ADMN) in this paper, where information flows in an acyclic manner. However, our coding theorem can also be applied to general discrete memoryless networks (DMN) by unfolding the network, which was first used for network coding problems in [4] . For example, in [22] , we show how to combine noisy network coding and partial decode-and-forward relaying for single-source multi cast discrete memoryless net works (DMNs) by applying our main theorem of this paper to the unfolded network. Our coding scheme has four main ingredients, i.e., superposition coding, simultaneous nonunique decoding, simultaneous compression, and symbol-by-symbol mapping. We note that our coding scheme does not explicitly include binning and multicoding, but is still general enough to emulate them if needed. For our proposed scheme, a more general error analysis beyond standard packing and covering lemmas is required.
The following notations are used throughout the paper. For two integers i and j, [i : j] denotes the set {i, i + 1, ... ,j}.
For a set S of real numbers, Sri] denotes {j : j E S, j < i}. otherwise. We follow the notion of typicality in [23] , [24] .
UNIFIED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we build a unified framework for proving the achievability of many network information theory problems including channel coding, source coding, joint source-channel coding, and coding for computing. We define an N -node acyclic discrete memoryless network (ADMN) In this network, information flows in one direction and node operations are sequential. Let n denote the number of channel uses. First, y l n is generated according to n�l P(Yl, i ) and then node 1 processes X{' based on y l n. Next, y2n is generated according to n�l p(Y2,ilxl,i, Yl,i) and then node 2 encodes X'fj based on y 2 n. Similarly, y k n is generated according to n k 1 k 1 ni=l p(Yk , ilx i -' Yi -) and node k encodes Xl: based on Yt
Clearly, any layered network [6] or noncausal network (without infinite loop) [25] possibly with noncausal state or side information can be represented as an ADMN. Furthermore, any strictly causal (usual discrete memoryless network with relay functions having one sample delay) or causal network (relays without delay [25] ) with blockwise operations can be represented as an ADMN by unfolding the network and our unified achievability theorem (Theorem 1) still applies to the unfolded network. Therefore, considering only acyclic DMN (ADMN) in our unified approach is without loss of generality while greatly simplifying our unification approach.
The objective of this network is specified using a target joint distribution p* (x N , y N ) , which is shortly denoted as p*. For a set of node processing functions Yt ---+ Xl:, k = 1, ... , N, the E-probability of error is defined as
, where the typical set re ( n ) is defined with respect to p*. We say the target distribution p* is achievable if there exists a sequence of node processing functions Yt ---+ Xl:, k = 1, ... , N, such that lim n --+ CXl p� n \p*, E) = 0 for any E > O. We note that p* unifies diverse network demands and constaints. It can capture the source-destination relationship and can also be used for imposing distortion and cost constraints. As a simple example, consider the point-to-point chan nel coding problem with message rate of R. We choose P(Yl)P(Y2I xl, Yl) such that H(Yl) = R (corresp. to the message of rate R) and p(Y2 Ixl, Yl) = p(Y2 Ixl) (corresp. to the channel) and pick p* such that X2 (corresf,' to the message estimate at node 2) is equal to Yl. Then, Pe n ) (p*, E )
for any E > 0 is lower-bounded by p ( y l n # X'fj), and hence achievability of p* implies that of rate R. In [26] , we show several more examples.
Ill. UNIFIED CODING THEOREM
In this section, we propose a unified coding scheme and present our main theorem on the achievability. Our scheme consists of the following ingredients: 1) superposition, 2) simultaneous non unique decoding, 3) simultaneous compres sion, and 4) symbol-by-symbol mapping. These are tweaked and combined in a special way to enable unification of many previous approaches. Let us briefly explain the proposed scheme and introduce related coding parameters. For the detailed explanation, readers are referred to [26] .
In our coding scheme, covering codebooks are used to compress information that each node observes and decodes.
We generate v covering codebooks Cl,"" Cv' Let U j • Symbol-by-symbol mapping: After decoding and com pression, node k generates xk by a symbol-by-symbol mapping from received channel output sequence Yk' uniquely decoded codewords u D k ' and covered code words u tk. Let X k(UD k,UWk,Yk) denote the function used for symbol-by-symbol mapping. In summary, our scheme requires the following set w of coding parameters, where some constraints are added to make the aforementioned code book generation and node operation proper: Now, we are ready to present our main theorem, which gives a sufficient condition for achievability using the aforemen tioned scheme. Due to space restriction, readers are referred to [26] for its proof. Let 0 denote the set of all possible w's.
Theorem 1: For an N-node ADMN, p* is achievable if there exists w E 0 such that for 1 ::
for all E h <;;; r h U E h such that E h n Dk =1= 0 and for all Tk <;;; VVk such that Tk =1= 0, where r h � rD k, E h � rBk \ rD k, vv k � rW k \ rD k, Sk � {j : j E Dk U Bk, r j n Sk =1= 0}, Tk � {j : j E wk,r j n ( Tk U Dk)C = 0}.
Remark 1: (1) and (2) for k E [1 : N] are the conditions for successful simultaneous non unique decoding and simultaneous compression, respectively, at node k.
Remark 2: Theorem 1 can be improved using coded time sharing [15] .
Remark 3: For the analysis of error regarding nonchosen covering codewords, the standard packing lemma [24] cannot be applied due to the correlation between a channel input sequence and nonchosen covering codewords. Such correlation was problematic in many previous works and solved for some simple networks in [11] , [27] , [28] . Our proof technique Let 0' denote the set of all possible w's that satisfy additional conditions v = J-L and r j = {j} U A j . In many cases, it is sufficient to consider 0'. The following corollary is obtained from Theorem 1 by focusing on 0', whose proof is in [26] .
Corollary 1: For an N-node ADMN, p* is achievable if there exists w' E 0' such that for 1 :: [22] .
IV. DUALITY
In this section, we establish a duality theorem that shows interesting similarities among achievability conditions for ADMNs in dual relations. For the coding parameters for the original problem and its dual problems, we define Od as the set of Wd = ( J-L ,Uj, rj , Wk, Dk,p(UW k IUDk, Yk),PI(UWk IUDk, X k), P2( UDk Iuwk, Yk), P3 (UDk Iuwk, X k), X k( UWk, UDk, Yk), Yk,l (UWk' UDk, X k), X k,2( UWk, UD., Yk), Yk,3( UWk, UDk, X k)
We note that for type I and type III dual problems, where the input and output alphabets are swapped, Yk,t for k E [1 : N] and t E {1, 3} is the function used for the symbol by-symbol maping from (U{k, U D 'k ' Xl:) to the channel input y k n. We also note that for type-11 and type-Ill dual problems, where the node order is reversed, the roles of Wk and Dk are swapped, i.e., node k decodes U W k and compresses the channel output sequence and decoded codewords as U D k for
The following duality theorem is directly obtained from Corollary 1.
Theorem 2:
Consider Wd E Sld. For the original network, p* is achievable if for 1 ::
jET k JET k for all Sk � Dk such that Sk =1= 0 and for all Tk � Wk such that Tk =1= 0.
For the type-I dual network, pi is achievable if for 1 ::
JET k JET k for all Sk C Dk such that Sk =1= 0 and for all Tk C Wk such that Tk =1= 0, where the mutual informations are evaluated using the distribution n � =lP1 (uwk luDk, X k) :ll. Yk = Yk,l (UW k ,UD k ,Xk)P1 (Xk Iy k -l , X k -1 ).
For the type-II dual network, P 2 is achievable if for 1 ::;
JET k jET k for all Sk � Wk such that Sk =1= 0 and for all Tk C Dk such that Tk =1= 0, where the mutual informations are evaluated using the distribution n � =lP 2(UDk luwk' Yk) :ll. Xk = Xk,2(UW k ,UD k ,Yk)P2(Y k I Yk"' + l' X k' +l)' For the type-Ill dual network, P s is achievable if for 1 ::;
for all Sk C Wk such that Sk =1= 0 and for all Tk C Dk such that Tk =1= 0, where the mutual informations are evaluated using the distribution n � =lP 3 (uDk luwk, X k) :ll. Yk = Yk,3(UW k ,UD k ,Xk)P3 (Xk Iy k"' +l' xk"' +l)'
Remark 5: Theorem 2 shows some similarities among achievability conditions for dual problems. In the achievability conditions (4) and (6) for type-I and type-Ill dual problems, respectively, Xk and Yk are swapped from (3). In the achiev ability conditions (5) and (6) for type-II and type-Ill dual problems, respectively, Wk and Dk are swapped from (3).
Theorem 2 includes as special cases many known duality relationships. Examples of such a duality include a duality between the point-to-point channel coding (original problem) and the point-to-point source coding (type-I and type-II dual problems) and a duality between Gelfand-Pinsker coding [16] (original problem) and Wyner-Ziv coding [17] (type-II dual problem). Furthermore, using Theorem 2, three different du ality relationships can be shown among achievability results for multiple-access channel [1] (original problem), distributed source coding [19] , [20] (type-I dual problem), multiple description [29] (type-II dual problem), and broadcast channel [14] (type-Ill dual problem), which are described in [26] in detail.
V. GENERALIZED DECODE-COMPRESS-AM PLIFY-AND-FoRWARD
In this section, as an application of our unified coding theo rem, we present a generalized decode-compress-amplify-and forward (GDCAF) bound for a single-source single-destination N-node ADMN, which includes hybrid coding [11] and distributed decode-and-forward (DDF) [12] bounds applied to layered networks as special cases. Furthermore, we show an example where our GDCAF scheme strictly outperforms many previously known schemes.
For a single-source single-destination N -node ADMN where node 1 and node N are the source and the destina tion, respectively, we let H(Y 1 ) = R for some R 2: 0,
, and p* such that XN = Y 1 , i.e., Yt corresponds to the message of rate R that does not affect the remaining channels and node N wishes to decode y 1 n reliably.
The following theorem gives the GDCAF bound. 
Remark 7:
The GDCAF bound recovers hybrid coding bound [11] applied to layered networks by letting U k = 0 for k E [2: N -1].
Remark 8: The GDCAF bound recovers DDF bound [12] applied to layered networks by letting Yk = 0, U k ( Vk, Xk) for k E [2 : N -1], and P(X I ' U2, ... , UN -I )
Proof We apply Corollary 1 to derive the GDCAF bound.
We choose w ' E rl' as follows: f.. • Now, let us show the GDCAF scheme strictly outperforms many existing schemes for the diamond network illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this diamond network, Xl = (XL Xf'), the channel from Xf to Y2 is a binary erasure channel (BEC) with erasure probability c, and the channel from Xf' to Y3 is a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with cross over probability c, where the two channels are correlated, i.e., cross over in the BSC happens iff an erasure occurs in the BEC. We have X 2 = (X�, Xn and Y4 = X� + (X� ffi X3), where X�, X�', and X3 are binary and ffi denotes the XOR operation. Let us assume c = 1 -H(I/3). Then, the capacity of the BEC is 1 -c � 0.9183 and the capacity of the BSC is 1 -H(c) � 0.5918. The cut-set bound is given as log 3 � 1.58 50.
In this diamond network, the GDCAF scheme achieves the cut-set bound, which means the capacity is log 3. Let Y2 = Y3 = U3 = 0, U 2 = (Xf, X�), Xf rv Bern(1/2), (Xf', X�) rv Unif ( {(O, 0), (0, 1), (1, I)}), X� = 0 if Y2 is not erased, X� = 1 if Y2 is erased, and X3 = Y3, where Xf and (Xi', X�) are independent. Then, the GDCAF rate is given as log 3. Our choice of coding parameters for GDCAF scheme indicates that node 2 performs a combination of partial DF and AF and node 3 employs AF. In fact, using partial DF or AF alone cannot achieve the capacity. In [26] , the suboptimality of DF [30] , partial DF, DDF [12] , and hybrid coding [11] schemes is proved.
